Securitas
Security Services Ireland
A successful security solution often consists of a combination of concepts, services and
technology. Securitas Ireland delivers added value by investing in technology installed
at your site. This means that Securitas takes full responsibility for technology
investments, including on-site installations and maintenance of security equipment, as
well as operations and monitoring services. Securitas owns the equipment and the cost
is included in the monthly fixed fee charged to the customer. This results in planning
reliability and a considerable quality improvement.

Our Security Solutions
Monitoring services
Whether your priority is to work with established security, fire and safety
solutions or the potential of new technologies, such IP signalling. Securitas
Ireland understand that achieving the right solution, reliably and affordably,
will be your priority.
Securitas provide a range of managed monitoring services including:
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Intruder Alarms
Fire Systems
Virtual Patrolling and Verified Alarms
CCTV and IP Camera
Key-holding and Intervention Services
Lone worker protection
Personnel tracking
Access control
Vehicle track-and-trace
Plant and asset tracking

Remote Video Solutions (RVS)
Cutting edge cameras and software create real-time security that prevents
incidents, optimises security officers’ time and reduces costs. RVS is a cloud
based, video surveillance solution that offers state-of-the-art security through
innovative and cost-effective service packages. The solution is built upon an
open platform, is scalable and results in significantly fewer false alarms.
RVS provide:
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Remote alarm verification
Remote entry/exit management
Remote escorts
Remote patrolling
Remote perimeter protection
Business intelligence applications

Mobile Security Interventions
This is a cost-effective option for businesses within a set geographical area.
Officers serve multiple customers, carrying out patrols and call-out services as
required.
Securitas Mobile provide a range of services including:
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Keyholding
Alarm Response
Mobile Patrols
Locks and Unlocks
Lone worker protection

Whatever the sector, whatever the security requirements; through our
knowledge leadership and security specialisation, Securitas Ireland can
tailor a cost-effective solution to meet any security requirement.

Securitas is a global knowledge
leader in security offering a
broad range of customised
services designed to deliver the
most effective solutions.
Our specialised sector
knowledge enables us to deliver
tailored solutions to industries
including retail, aviation,
healthcare, education, hotels &
tourism construction and
maritime.
Securitas Ireland serves a wide
range of customers in a variety
of industries and customer
segments.
Our protective services,
developed together with our
customers, are designed to
incorporate a high degree of
technology content.
Securitas is expected to identify
and respond to customerspecific security challenges,
provide specialist know-how and
dedicate resources. To meet
these expectations, our offering
is designed with a high degree of
flexibility.
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